CUNY-BC Study in China

Summer 2016 (June 1-21) to Five Renowned Chinese Cities:

Beijing, Xi’an, Nanjing, Suzhou & Shanghai

Students choose 1-2 courses of study from the following:

1. ARTD 3108 – Art of Ancient China
2. BUSN 3175 – Asian Business
3. CHIN1010, 1020, 1030 (Levels 1-3) & CHIN 2024 Advanced Chinese Skills
4. CLAS 1110 (i.e. CORC 1110) – Classical Cultures (China)
5. CORC 3202 – Classical Philosophies of India & China
6. CORC 3206 – Development of the Silk Road
7. HIST 3005 – The Shaping of the Modern World
8. HIST 3534 – Revolutionary China
9. SPEC 1619 – Intercultural Communications
10. SPEC 2623 – Business & Professional Communication
11. TVRA 3871 – Elements of TV Field Production
12. SPEC 7296X – Special Topic Course for Graduate Students

Program Cost: only $3,350

Including round-trip international tickets, hotels & meals, etc.  CUNY tuition not included
Some scholarships & Financial Aid available for eligible students

Application Deadline: March 21, 2016 (first come first served)

• All courses are taught by Brooklyn College faculty for CUNY credit
• Travel by group to 5 famous Chinese cities: Beijing, Xi’an, Nanjing, Suzhou & Shanghai
• Visit historical & cultural sites (Tiananmen Square, Great Wall, Forbidden City, Terra Cotta Warriors, Buddhist Temples, Synagogues & Mosques, Silk Factory, Shanghai Bund Financial Center, etc.)
• Experience Chinese culture, interact with local people & immerse yourself in everyday Chinese life
• Side trips to Hong Kong, Tibet & Guilin
• Extended trips can be arranged (including trips to Tokyo or South Korea)

Program Website: depthome.brooklyn.cuny.edu/bc-china
(Program is open to all graduate and undergraduate students across the U.S, inside & outside CUNY)

Questions?
E-mail Prof. Lu at CUNYinChina@brooklyn.cuny.edu; Tel: 718-951-5225